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ABSTRACT

We study the relationship between domain independent and safe queries, showing that
for some query classes these notions are the same, while for the others they are different. We
also consider the question of when these properties can be decided and the corresponding
query classes be evaluated (captured).

1. Intr oduction
Domain independent and safe queries have attracted considerable attention in the database community.

Unfortunately, there has been some confusion about these terms in the literature.Domain independent
queries were introduced in [1,2], and Nicolas and Demolombe [3] proved that this class coincides with the
class ofdefinitequeries previously studied in [4,5]. The term ‘‘safety’’ has a shorter but more confusing his-
tory. It was introduced in [6] to denote a subclass of first order queries which can be translated into rela-
tional algebra.Unfortunately, the very same term was later used for different purpose: to denote the class
of queries with finite set of answers [7,8,9]. This latter notion of safety issemanticin nature, as opposed to
thesyntacticdefinition in [6]. The class of semantically safe queries properly contains the class of syntacti-
cally safe ones.In the past few years, the word ‘‘safety’’ has been used to denote these two query classes
interchangeably, which added to the confusion.

The relationship between syntactic safety and domain independence was investigated in [3]. However,
the connection between domain independence and semantic safety remained unclear. Some researchers
mistakenly believed that the two classes coincide. In this paper we investigate this issue, and show that for
some classes of queries the two notions indeed coincide, while for the others they do not. We also discuss
the decidability of detecting safety and domain independence. Some un/decidability results are known
[10,1,5,11,12], and we just summarize them, while others (e.g., decidability of universal safety for Horn
queries without function symbols, and of the relative safety for fixpoint queries) are new.

Recently Aylamazyan et. al. [10] proposed yet another notion of safety which is closely related to
semantic safety. While a semantically safe query has finite number of answers regardless of the data stored
in the relations, Aylamayan et. al. considered the question of whether a query has a finite number of
answers with respect to agivendatabase instance. They showed that the two notions are quite different, and
called their new notion relative safety, while semantically safe queries were referred to asuniversally safe. Rel-
ative safety seems more important practically, since queries are always evaluated w.r.t. a given database
instance, and the user usually wants to know whether this particular evaluation yields a finite set of
answers. Ourstudy includes relatively safe queries as well.From now on we will use the term ‘‘safety’’ i n
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the semantic sense.

Likewise, we distinguish betweenuniversally and relatively domain independent queries. The former
class corresponds to the notion studied in [2,1,4,5], while the latter includes queries which do not depend
on the domain, given that the database instance is fixed. There was some terminological confusion regard-
ing domain independence either. For instance, in [12] the two different notions of domain independence are
referred to by the same name.

Besides safety and domain independence, there is one more way of looking at the issue of ‘‘reason-
ableness’’ of a  query. From a practical standpoint, we want to be able toevaluatequeries. Hence,the issue
here is whether there exists analgorithm which for each query in a given class enumerates all answers and
terminates. Classes of queries for which such algorithms can be found are calledcapturable1 [13] (also cf.
[15]). Capturabilityis closely related to safety, since every query in a capturable class is safe. However,
there are classes of safe queries which are not capturable [13]. Studying capturability of various classes of
safe queries is another purpose of this paper. For instance, we show that without function symbols the
classes of safe and domain independent queries are capturable, even though these classes are not recursively
enumerable. Thus,capturability provides, in a sense, an orthogonal way of looking at these issues.

We concentrate our attention on the following query classes: first order queries without function sym-
bols (FO-f), and with function symbols (FO+f); Horn queries without functions (H-f), and with functions
(H+f); stratifiedqueries without without function symbols (S-f), and with function symbols (S+f); fixpoint
queries with (FP+f) and without (FP-f) function symbols.Chandra and Harel [16] and Kolaitis [17] (also
see [18] for a survey) inv estigated the relationship among the aforementioned query classes.2 In particular,
they hav eshown that these classes can be organized in a hierarchy of Figure 1, where each directed arc
denotes strict inclusion.

2. Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of Deductive Databases and Logic Pro-

gramming [19,9,20], and with the notion of stratification [20,16,21].DatabaseD consists of a set of

FP-f FP+f

S-f S+f

H+fFO+fH-fFO-f

Figure 1 - Query Hierarchy

1 Essentially the same notion was independently proposed in[14], where it was calledeffective computability.
2 Chandra and Harel [16] used the namesF for FO-f andYE+ for H-f. We use different notation because of the simpler mnemonics.



predicate names (relation symbols)R1 , . . . ,Rn. For convenience, we also let the database contain a special
predicateDomainwhose extension is always the entire domain over which values of database relations and
queries may range. To distinguishR1, ..., Rn from the special predicateDomain, we will call the formerproper
predicates ofD. We assume the existence of an interpreted equality predicate. However, our proofs go
through also for the languages without ‘‘=’ ’, if one simply ignores the parts related to the equality. In addi-
tion, the language has a set of function symbolsF0, ..., Fi , ..., where eachFi denotes a countably infinite set
of i-ary function symbols. The 0-ary function symbols (elements ofF0) are calledconstants. Giv en a subset
F ′ of the set of function symbols,F ′⊆ ∪

i
Fi , a domain U of D consists of the set of all ground terms which

can be constructed using the constants and other function symbols ofF ′. Databaseinstanced of D over U
consists of a finite set of ground atomic formulae of the formR(t1, . . . ,tk), whereR∈ D is a relation name and
t js are members ofU, plus a set of atomic formulaeDomain(s) for eachs in U.

Thus, by the definition, domain is part of the database. Nevertheless, it will be sometimes convenient
to write (d,U) to emphasize the fact thatd is a proper part of a database instance andU is a domain.Notice
that the extension ofDomain may be infinite, while extensions of the proper database predicates are finite.
This restriction will be temporarily lifted in Proposition 7, where certain designated relations will be
allowed to have infinite extensions.

An m-ary queryq to a databaseD is a mapping from the set of instances ofD to the set of (possibly infi-
nite) subsets ofU m. We will be interested in some specific classes of queries as outlined in Section 1.

The class FO+f consists of queries of the formq = { X|Φ(Y)} , whereY is the set of all free variables of
the first-order formulaΦ, and X is a list of variables of lengthm containing all variables inY. Suppose
X = { X1, . . . ,Xm} andY = { X i1

, . . . ,Xi n
} . Giv en a database instanced, the semantics of such a query is the set

of all tuplest = { t1, . . . ,tm} ∈ U m, such that(d,U) | Φ(ti1
, . . . ,ti n

). Here we use(d,U) instead of justd to empha-
size that in any interpretationI of d, each element ofU is interpreted by some value in the domain ofI , and
vice versa. Theclass FO-f is just like FO+f, except that allFi , i ≥ 1, are empty, and thusU contains con-
stants only.

Classes H+f and H-f consist of queries defined by means of Horn rules [20,9] with and without func-
tion symbols (other than constants), respectively. More precisely, a queryq in H ± f is a pair(H,Q), whereH
is a set of Horn rules defining anm-ary query predicateQ. Giv en a database instance(d,U), the meaning of
the query is the set of all tuplest ∈ U m such that(d,U) ∪ H | Q(t). Equivalently, meaning ofQ is the set of all
tuplest such thatQ(t) is in the minimal Herbrand model of(d,U) ∪ H (note that hereU plays the role of Her-
brand Universe). We will use the fact thatQ can be computed by applying the rules ofH to d bottom-up (in
forward chaining)[22]. In[16] it is shown that H±f coincides with the class of queries constructed by apply-
ing the least fixed point operator to positive existential first-order queries.

A generalized Horn3 rule is an implicationQ(. . . ):−S1(. . . ), . . . ,Sk(. . . ), whereQ is a positive literal, and the
Sis may be positive or neg ative. Informally, a set of generalized Horn rulesH is stratified if H does not con-
tain recursion through negation. A formal definition can be found in [21,20]. The class S±f consists of the
queriesq = (H,Q), whereH is a set of generalized Horn stratified rules defining the query predicateQ. The
difference between the classes S-f and S+f is that, in the former, formulas do not contain function symbols
other than constants.

The semantics of a queryq = (H,Q) ∈ S±f, whereH is a set of generalized Horn rules defining anm-ary
query predicateQ, is the set of all tuplest ∈ U m such thatQ(t) is in theperfectmodel ofd ∪ H [23]. Computa-
tionally, q can be evaluated by applying the rules ofH in a bottom-up manner so that the rules in the lower
strata are applied before the rules in the higher strata. In this computation, relations corresponding to nega-
tive occurrences of any m-ary predicate,¬ P, are defined to beU m − p, where p is the relation forP, com-
puted at a lower stratum.

3 Lloyd [20] calls these rulesprogram or database clauses.



Fixpoint queries constitute the largest class of queries considered in this paper (see Fig. 1). A query of
this class is a statement of the formq = { X|Ψ(Y)} , whereΨ is a fixpoint formula with free variablesY, and X
is a list of variables containing all variables inY. A fixpoint formula (see [16] for details) is either a first
order formula or a formula obtained from simpler fixpoint formulas by means of the usual logical connec-
tives and the least fixed point operator (abbr. LFP). If X = { X1, . . . ,Xm} , Y = { X i1

, . . . ,Xi n
} , and (d,U) is a data-

base instance, the semantics of such a query is the set of all tuplest = { t1, . . . ,tm} ∈ U m, such that
(d,U) | Ψ(ti1

, . . . ,ti n
). Again, | is restricted here to the interpretations whose domain is an epimorphic image

of U.

A queryq to D is universally safeif for any database instance(d,U) of D, the set of answers toq is finite.
Given a database instanced, the queryq is safe relatively tod, if q has a finite number of answers when it is
evaluated ond, reg ardless of the domainU. By the definition, universal safety entails relative safety w.r.t. all
database instances.Queryq is universally domain independentif for every pair of database instances(d,U) and
(d,Û) (i.e., same relations, different domains), such thatU and Û are both finite,q has the same set of
answers. Aqueryq is domain independentrelatively to agivendatabase instanced if f for every pair of finite
domains,U andÛ, the sets of answers toq w.r.t. (d,U) and(d,Û) coincide.

Our notion of universal domain independence is what is called ‘‘domain independence’’ in [ 2,1]. On
the other hand, the concept of domain independent databases in [12] is different from domain independence
of [2,1]: it corresponds to our notion of relative domain independence.4

In the definition of safety, it is essential that the domains can be infinite (or else every query will be
safe). The concept of domain independence on the other hand, refers only to finite domains.However,
when function symbols are allowed, domains are always infinite, hence the condition in the definition of
domain independence trivially holds true for every query. Fortunately, this obstacle can be removed, which
enables an extension of the notion of domain independence to infinite domains.

THEOREM 1. Queryq ∈ FP-f is domain independent relatively to d if f for every pair of finite of infinite
domainsU andÛ, q has the same set of answers w.r.t.(d,U) and(d,Û).

COROLLARY 1. q ∈ FP-f is universally domain independent iff for every pair of instances,(d,U) and
(d,Û), whereU andÛ may be infinite,q has the same set of answers.

PROOF. The ‘‘if ’ ’ direction is trivial. For the ‘‘only if’’ part, suppose that for somed the query has dif-
ferent sets of answers w.r.t.(d,U) and(d,Û). Sinceq is universally domain independent, it is domain indepen-
dent relatively to d, and the claim follows from Theorem 1.

To avoid possible confusion we note that Vardi [1] introduced the notion ofstrongly domain indepen-
dent queries which is different from universal domain independence, since the former class is recursively
enumerable, while the latter is not. Strong domain independence does not require the domains to be finite
(as in Theorem 1), but, unlike Theorem 1, it does not require the relations ind to be finite either, and there-
fore Theorem 1 does not contradict Vardi’s result.

We now relax the definition of domain independence by dropping the requirement that the domains
must be finite. By Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, when function symbols are excluded, this new notion agrees
with the notion of domain independence as defined in [2,1].5

Before proving the theorem, we need some additional notions inspired by[10].Let (d,U) be a database
instance andq be a query. Let Dom(d, q) denote theactivedomain ofq w.r.t. d, i.e. the domain consisting pre-
cisely of the ground terms built out of constants and function symbols mentioned ind or in q. We say thatU

4 A deductive database is domain independent in the sense of [12] iff each its predicate, considered as a query, is domain independent relatively to the extension-
al part of the database.

5 In [3] finiteness of domains is not required, and the authors freely alternate between finite and infinite domains.However, no proof is given there that the two
notions coincide.



is sufficiently largewith respect toq andd if:

(i) U ⊇ Dom(d, q), and

(ii) The number of elements inU − Dom(d, q) is at least 1+2*(number of occurrences of ‘‘=’’ and ‘‘≠’’ i n q).

Let t1, t2 ∈ U m be a pair of tuples. We say thatt1 is similar to t2 w.r.t. (d,U) andq if the following condi-
tions are met:

(i) for each j , t1[ j ] ∈ Dom(d, q) iff t2[ j ] ∈ Dom(d, q). In addition, whenever t1[ j ], t2[ j ] ∈ Dom(d, q) then
t1[ j ] = t 2[ j ]. Heret[ j ] denotes thej-th component of tuplet;

(ii) t1[ j ] = t 1[k] iff t2[ j ] = t 2[k], for all j , k ∈ [1, m].

LEMMA 1. Let q ∈ FP-f be a query to(d,U), and supposet1 is an answer tuple toq. Then every tuple t2

similar tot1 (w.r.t. (d,U) andq) is also an answer toq.

PROOF. The proof is by induction on the structure ofq.

LEMMA 2. If t ∈ U m is an answer toq ∈ FP-f w.r.t. (d,U) for somesufficiently large domain̂U, thent is an
answer toq w.r.t. (d,U), for everysufficiently large domainU such thatt ∈ U m.

PROOF. Uses Lemma 1 and the induction on the structure ofq.

Proof of Theorem 1: The ‘‘if ’ ’ direction is trivial. For the ‘‘only if’’ part letU be an infinite countable
domain. Sinceq and d do not have function symbols, any infinite domain,U in particular, is sufficiently
large. Sinceq is domain independent relatively to d, its set of answers does not depend on the choice of a
finite domain,Û. Particularly, if Û is chosen to be sufficiently large, then, by Lemma 2, the sets of answers
to q w.r.t. (d,Û) and(d,U) have to coincide.

COROLLARY 2. Suppose(d,U) is an instance with an infinite domainU. Then, if a queryq ∈ FP-f has a
finite number of answers to(d,U), it is safe relatively to d.

Thus, in order to verify relative safety, it suffices to consider only one infinite domain.

Let Q be a class of queries. This class iscapturable[13] if there exists an algorithm that for every query
q ∈ Q and every database instance enumerates all answers toq and terminates. Obviously, every query in a
capturable class is universally safe, but not vice versa. In order to be able to talk about capturability of rela-
tively safe or domain independent queries, we extend the above definition as follows. LetS be a set
{ qi , (di ,Ui )} i ∈ I , where theqis are queries and the(di ,Ui )s are database instances.We do not assume thati ≠ j
implies qi ≠ q j or di ≠ d j , etc. We say that S is capturable if there is an algorithm which for every pair
(qi , (di ,Ui )) ∈ S enumerates all answers toqi w.r.t. (di ,Ui ) and terminates.

These two notions of capturability are related as follows: Letq be a class of queries andS be a set of
all pairs(q, d), whereq ∈ Q andd is some database instance. Then it easily follows from the definitions thatQ
is capturable iff S is. Thus, talking about capturability of universally safe or domain independent queries,
we mean the former notion.On the other hand, speaking of the capturability of the relatively domain inde-
pendent or safe queries we mean the later concept, namely, the capturability of the class of all pairs(q, d) s.t.
q is safe relatively to d andq belongs to an appropriate query class (e.g., FO±f, H±f, etc.).

3. First-Order Queries
It is shown in [5,1] that the class of all universally domain independent queries is not recursive, and

ev en not recursively enumerable.A slight modification of the proof in [5] shows that the class of all univer-
sally safe queries (in FO-f, hence also in FO+f) is not recursively enumerable.

To see this, recall that the class of all finitely valid sentences (i.e., formulas without free variables,
which are true in all interpretations with finite domains, calledfinite interpretations) is not recursively enu-
merable [24]. In our case, interpretations are database instances, which are similar to finite interpretations



in that each predicate is interpreted by a finite relation, but different in that the domain of a database
instance may be infinite.Let us call such interpretationsdatabase interpretations. Obviously, each finite inter-
pretation is also a database interpretation, but not vice versa. ByLemma 2, a sentenceS is true (which is
equivalent to saying that the empty tuple<> is the answer toS) in a database interpretation with infinite
domain if and only if it is true in all finite, sufficiently large interpretations. Therefore, the class of sen-
tences valid in the database interpretations coincides with the class of finitely valid sentences, and thus is
not recursively enumerable. SinceS is valid iff ¬ S is unsatisfiable, the class of all sentences unsatisfiable in
database interpretations is not recursively enumerable either.

We can now prove the undecidability of safety in FO-f. First note that the relative safety is decidable:

PROPOSITION 1. ([10]) Relative safety in FO-f is decidable, and the class of relatively safe queries in
FO-f is capturable.

As a consequence, the class of queries which are not universally safe is recursively enumerable.
Indeed, for any query we can enumerate all the database instances and check whether the result of the query
is infinite. If the query is not universally safe, then eventually we will find such an instance.

PROPOSITION 2. The class of all universally safe queries in FO-f is not recursively enumerable.

PROOF. Let S be an arbitrary sentence andP be an n-ary (n ≥ 1) predicate symbol not occurring inS.
Let F(x1, . . . ,xn) ≡ S // \\ ( P(x1, . . . ,xn) \\ // ¬ P(x1, . . . ,xn) ). Clearly, F is universally safe iff S is unsatisfiable in data-
base interpretations. Therefore, if the class of universally safe queries,A, were recursive, so would be the
class of unsatisfiable sentences - a contradiction.Since we have just shown that the complement toA is
recursively enumerable, we conclude thatA itself is not.

Next, we consider the relationship between domain independence and safety in FO-f. It is easy to see
that universally (resp. relatively) domain independent queries are also universally (resp. relatively) safe.
Indeed, ifΦ is domain independent and(d,U) is a database instance, we can chooseU to be finite without
changing the result of the query. But any query evaluated w.r.t. aninstance with finite domain may yield
only a finite number of answers. On the other hand, there are safe, but not domain independent queries.A
simple example consists a query{ X |(V- Y)P(X,Y)} . This query is safe because relationP may contain only a
finite number of tuples. It is not relatively (and hence universally) domain-dependent, however. Indeed, let
d = {  P (a, a)} . Thenq has an answer{ a} if Domain ={ a} , but the answer would be empty ifDomain ={ a, b} .
Note also that the above query is not ‘‘safe’’ in the syntactic sense of [6].Therefore, syntactic safety is dif-
ferent from the semantic one.We thus have the following result:

PROPOSITION 3. In FO-f, universal and relative domain independence implies universal and relative
safety, respectively, but not vice versa.

As far as the capturability is concerned, Proposition 1 guaranties that the classS of all pairs (Φ, d),
whereΦ is safe relatively to d, is capturable. Therefore, classes of domain independent and universally safe
queries, being subclasses ofS, are capturable.

PROPOSITION 4. Classes ofuniversally and relatively domain independent and safe queries in FO-f are
capturable.

Turning to the class FO+f, it follows from the corresponding results about FO-f that the classes of uni-
versally domain independent and safe queries are not recursively enumerable. It is still an open issue
whether the results of Propositions 3 and 4 carry over to FO+f, but we believe they do. We summarize the
results of this section in the following theorem:

THEOREM 2.
In FO-f:

(i) Domainindependence implies safety (universal or relative, respectively), but not vice versa.
(ii) Universal domain independence and safety are not recursively enumerable, but relative domain

independence and safety are recursive.



(iii) Classes of universally and relatively domain independent and safe queries are capturable.
In FO+f:

(iv) Universal domain independence and safety are not recursively enumerable.

4. Horn Queries: Classes H+f and H-f
The relationship between domain independence and safety is radically different in the case of Horn

queries. For the class H-f, universal (resp. relative) domain independence still implies universal (resp. rela-
tive) safety, by the same argument as in the case of FO-f (see Proposition 3).This is no longer true if func-
tion symbols are added. Indeed, suppose the database instance consists of a relationp for the predicateP,
and let the query predicateQ be defined by a pair of rulesQ(X) ← P(X), Q( f (X)) ← Q(X). Then the answer to
the query is{ t , f (t), f ( f (t)), ... } t ∈ p, which does not depend on the domain, but is infinite, hence the query is
unsafe.

However, unlike the first order case, safety implies domain independence in H±f.

PROPOSITION 5. Let q = (H,Q) ∈ H±f be a (relatively) universally safe query to a databaseD. Thenq is
(relatively) universally domain independent.

PROOF. (Sketch) Without loss of generality assume that in each rule ofH all variables in the head also
appear in the body. To achieve that, we can always modify the rules so that if a ruler ∈ H has variablesX, Y,
Z, etc., appearing in the head ofr but not in its body, we add literalsDomain(X), Domain(Y), Domain(Z), etc.,
to the body ofr .

The universal part of the claim easily follows from the relative one. So,suppose thatq is safe rela-
tively to somed, but is not domain independent. We show that then it cannot be safe - a contradiction. The
proof is by induction on the number of (bottom-up) rule applications needed to establish thatq is not
domain independent. In the inductive step we show that if a change in the domain leads to a corresponding
change in a set of possible bindings for a variable, sayX, appearing in a literal, then the set of bindings for
X should have the same cardinality as that of the domain.

COROLLARY 3. In H-f domain independence coincides with universal safety.

PROOF. At the beginning of this section we observed that in H-f domain independence implies safety.
It then follows from Proposition 5 that these notions are equivalent.

LEMMA 3. In H±f and S±f, the decision problem for relative safety and domain independence reduces
to the decision problem for universal safety and domain independence, respectively. Likewise, the captura-
bility problem for relative safety (domain independence) reduces to the corresponding problem for univer-
sal safety (domain independence).

PROOF. The trick is very simple.Let d be a database instance andq = (H,Q) be a query. Introduce a new
database predicate symbol,W(X), and let the new database instance,d ′, consist of some nonempty relation
w for W. Turn all the database predicates into derived ones by replacing each database fact P(p) by the rule
P(p): −W(X), whereX is some new variable. Letus denote the set of rules thus obtained byH ′. Clearly, the
set of answers toq w.r.t. d is the same as the set of answers toq ′ = (H ∪ H ′,Q) w.r.t. d ′, which completes the
construction.

The rest of the proof is easy. For instance, to show that the above construction is, in fact, a reduction
for universal safety, it remains to show thatq is safe relatively to d iff q ′ is universally safe.If q ′ is univer-
sally safe, it is also safe w.r.t. d ′. But since the sets of answers toq w.r.t. d coincides with the answer set to
q ′ w.r.t. d ′, q is safe relatively to d. Conversely, if q is safe relatively to d, then, by the construction,q ′ is
safe relatively to any nonempty database instanced ′. On the other hand, ifd ′ is empty then so will be the
set of answers toq ′. Again, q ′ will be safe relatively to d ′. Hence,q ′ is universally safe.



Showing thatq is relatively domain independent iff q ′ is universally domain independent is similar.
The capturability part of the lemma is now straightforward: If the class of universally safe or domain inde-
pendent queries is capturable, then, by the above two reductions, the relative classes would be capturable
either.

PROPOSITION 6. The classes of relatively and universally domain independent and safe queries in H+f
are not recursively enumerable.

PROOF. Shmueli [11] has shown that universal safety for H+f is undecidable (and even not recursively
enumerable) by reducing the complementary problem to the Post Correspondence Problem to the universal
safety problem.Answers to the queries used in this reduction do not depend on the database instance (as
long as it is not empty). Hence, Shmueli’s reduction can be used to show that the complement to the Post
Corresponding Problem reduces to the problem of relative safety as well.

To show that relative domain independence in H+f is not recursively enumerable, we reduce the satis-
fiability problem for Horn clauses to the question of relative domain independence. It is shown in [25,11]
that the class of all unsatisfiable sets of clauses of the form{ d, H, ¬Q} , whereH is a set of Horn rules (with
nonempty head and body),Q is a literal, andd is the database instance, is not recursive. This class is recur-
sively enumerable though (e.g., SLD-resolution is a semi-decision procedure), hence its complement, the
set of satisfiable programs, is not.

Given { d, H, ¬Q} , let q = ({ H, Ans(X) : −Q} , Ans(X) ) be a query, whereAns is a new predicate andX does
not appear inQ. Obviously, Anshas an answer iff { d, H, ¬Q} is unsatisfiable, in which case the answer is the
entire domain, andq is domain-dependent.Thus,q is domain independent relatively to d iff { d, H, ¬Q} is
satisfiable. This takes care of the case when the arity of queries is≥ 1.

For the 0-ary queries we can show, following [5], that a 1-ary query in H+f, sayF(X), is domain inde-
pendent iff V- X(F(X) → G(X)) is, whereG is a new 1-ary predicate. The 0-ary case now follows from the
impossibility to recursively enumerate the 1-ary relatively domain independent queries. The case of univer-
sal domain independence now follows from Lemma 3.

The situation is quite different for H-f. The decidability of universal safety was claimed in [26] as part
of a more general result, but the proof had a mistake. We provide a proof below. Note that in [8] a result
(due to C.H. Papadimitriou) is mentioned which states that the universal safety problem for a set of Horn
clauses, even without recursion, is undecidable in the presence of infiniteC-relations, i.e. relationsrepre-
senting the comparison predicates>, ≤, ≠ , etc. This does not contradict Proposition 7: universal safety
assumes all possible interpretations for the relations, while C-relations have predefined interpretations.
Thus, a non universally safe query in H-f may well be safe w.r.t. C-relations.

PROPOSITION 7. In H-f, domain independence and universal safety are decidable, even when some of
the base relations are allowed to have infinite extensions.

PROOF. (Sketch) Since,by Proposition 5, universal safety and domain independence in H-f are the
same, we will only consider safety. In the proof, we allow infinite database relations [26] other than
Domain(). In fact, we could even allow relations in which certain attributes have only a finite number of dif-
ferent values, while others may have an infinite number of values (but we will not do that, for notational
simplicity).

We create a database such that each relation contains only one tuple.Tuples are composed of only
two values:d0 andd∞. The first value,d0, represents a finite number of distinct values, whiled∞ denotes an
infinite set of values containing those ofd0. For a finite k-ary database predicateR∈ D, the corresponding
database relationr contains a single tuple< d0, d0, . . . ,d0 > of length k. For an infinite database predicate,
such asDomain, the corresponding relation consists of a tuple< d∞, d∞, . . . ,d∞ > of the appropriate arity. In
fact, these tuples are used as meta-tuples: ifS (resp.S′) denotes a set of values associated withd0 (resp.d∞),
then the meta-tuple< d0, d0, . . . ,d0 > should be viewed as a concise representation of the Cartesian product
S×S× ...×S, while < d∞, d∞, . . . ,d∞ > denotesS′×S′× ...×S′. Thus,< d0, d0, . . . ,d0 > ⊆ < d∞, d∞, . . . ,d∞ >. Particularly,



this implies that if, say, a rule P(X,Y): −Q(X, Z), S(Z,Y) is applied in a forward chaining to a pair of tuples
< d0, d0 >, < d∞, d∞ > thenQ(. . . ,d0) ‘‘ matches’’S(d∞, ...), and P gets the tuple< d0 , d∞ >.

Next, we apply the rules bottom-up to the database constructed above. Obviously, this process termi-
nates, since the database is finite and all variables in the heads of the rules also appear in their bodies (see
the proof of Proposition 5).To determine whether the query is safe, one has to examine the tuples com-
puted for the query predicate. If one of them containsd∞ then the query is unsafe. Otherwise, it is safe. The
proof is an easy induction on the number of rule applications needed to compute the query.

PROPOSITION 8. Relative safety in H-f is decidable.

PROOF. To decide whetherq = (H,Q) is safe relatively to (d,U) pick some sufficiently large, but finite
domainU, such thatDom(q, d)⊆ U ⊆ U. If U is finite then, obviously,q is safe. So, assumeU is infinite. Evalu-
ate the query with respect toU. SinceU is finite, the evaluation terminates. If the answer contains constants
from the setU − Dom(q, d) thenq is unsafe. Otherwise, it is safe w.r.t.(d,U).

The key in the proof is Lemma 1: If there is an answer tuple,t, containing values fromU − Dom(q, d),
then there is an infinite number of tuples over U which are similar tot. By Lemma 1, all of them are
answers toq w.r.t. (d,U). Vice versa, if the query is unsafe w.r.t. (d,U) then there should be an answer tuple
t ′, which contains constants not inDom(q, d). SinceU is sufficiently large, there should be a similar tuple,t,
over U. By Lemma 1,t is also an answer tuple. Obviously, t contains constants fromU − Dom(q, d), or else t ′
would have to contain only the values drawn fromDom(q, d), contrary to the choice oft ′.

As a consequence, we see that the class of relatively safe queries in H-f is capturable. Indeed, the algo-
rithm in Proposition 8 actually evaluates the query, and, having found it safe, returns all the answers.By
the same argument as in Proposition 4, classes of domain independent and universally safe queries are cap-
turable too.

On the other hand, in [13] it is shown that the class of all relatively safe queries in H+f is non-cap-
turable. Uncapturabilityof universally safe queries now follows from Lemma 3.By Proposition 7, the
class of universally (relatively) domain independent queries in H+f properly contains the class of univer-
sally (relatively) safe ones, hence domain independent queries are uncapturable either. In summary, we
obtain the following result:

THEOREM 3.
(i) Classesof universally and relatively domain independent and safe queries in H-f are capturable, while

in H+f they are not.

(ii) In H-f universal and relative domain independence and safety are recursive, while in H+f they are not
recursively enumerable.

(iii) In H+f universal (resp. relative) safety implies universal (resp. relative) domain independence (but not
vice versa), and in H-f they coincide.

5. Stratified Queries: Classes S+f and S-f
In this section we study safety and domain independence of stratified databases. Observe that S+f

(resp. S-f) properly includes both FO+f and H+f (resp. FO-f and H-f) [18].Therefore, the undecidability
results for these query classes carry over to S±f.

THEOREM 4.
(i) In S+f, classes of universally and relatively domain independent and safe queries are not recursively

enumerable; in S-f, relative safety and domain independence is recursive, while the other two (univer-
sal) classes remain not recursively enumerable.

(ii) In S+f, the above four classes are not capturable, while in S-f they are.



(iii) In S-f, universal (relative) domain independence implies universal (relative) safety, while in S+f nei-
ther property implies the other one.

PROOF. (i) Universal safety and domain independence are not recursively enumerable in FO-f, by
Proposition 2 and the results in [5,1].Relative domain independence and safety are not recursively enumer-
able in H+f, by Proposition 6. Decidability of relative safety and domain independence in S-f follows by
the same argument as in Proposition 8.
(ii) Thesequery classes are not capturable in H+f, by (i) of Theorem 3.In S-f, relative safety and domain
independence are capturable. The argument is the same as in the case of H-f (see the paragraph after the
proof of Proposition 8).The proof that universal safety and domain independence are capturable is the
same as in Proposition 4.
(iii) In S-f domain independence implies safety by the same argument as in Proposition 3. As to S+f, we
saw that in FO-f there are safe but domain dependent queries, while in H+f - the other way around.

It should be noted that decidability of relative domain independence in S-f was previously established
in [12].

6. Fixpoint Queries: Classes FP+f and FP-f
Since FP±f ≠

⊃ S±f (see Figure 1), most of the results of the previous section carry over.

THEOREM 5.
(i) In FP+f, classes of universally and relatively domain independent and safe queries are not recursively

enumerable; in FP-f, relative safety and domain independence is recursive, while the other two (uni-
versal) classes remain not recursively enumerable.

(ii) In FP+f, the above four classes are not capturable, while in FP-f they are.

(iii) In FP-f, universal (relative) domain independence implies universal (relative) safety, while in FP+f
neither property implies the other one.

PROOF. (i) Non recursive enumerability follows from (i) of Theorem 4. Decidability of the relative
safety and domain independence in FP-f is proved by induction on the query structure.
(ii) Uncapturabilitypart follows from (ii) of Theorem 4. The capturability part is proved by induction as in
Propositions 4 and 8.
(iii) Sameas (iii) of Theorem 4.

7. Summary
We considered the relationship between domain independence and query safety. For each query class

we also showed whether it is recursive or not. The results are summarized in Figures 2 and 3. In these fig-
ures, ‘r’ means that the query class is recursive, ‘r.e.’ - that it is recursively enumerable, and ‘c’ - that it is
capturable. The classes of universally and relatively domain independent and safe queries are denoted by
‘u.d.i.’, ‘r .d.i.’, ‘u.s.’, and ‘r.s.’, respectively. The question mark means that the corresponding entry is a con-
jecture only.



FO-f FO+f H-f H+f, S+f, FP+f S-f, FP-f
u. d. i. ¬ r.e. c. ¬ r.e. c. (?) r. c. ¬ r.e. ¬c. ¬ r.e. c.
u. s. ¬ r.e. c. ¬ r.e. c. (?) r. c. ¬ r.e. ¬c. ¬ r.e. c.

r. d. i. r. c. r. (?) c.(?) r. c. ¬ r.e. ¬c. r. c.
r. s. r. c. r. (?) c.(?) r. c. ¬ r.e. ¬c. r. c.

Figure 2

FO-f FO+f H-f H+f S-f, FP-f S+f, FP+f
u.d.i. ≠

⊂ u.s. u.d.i.≠
⊂ u.s. (?) u.d.i.= u.s. u.s.≠

⊂ u.d.i. u.d.i. ≠
⊂ u.s. u.d.i.⊆/ u.s.

u.s.⊆/ u.d.i.
r.d.i. ≠

⊂ r.s. r.d.i. ≠
⊂ r.s. (?) r.d.i. = r.s. r.s. ≠

⊂ r.d.i. r.d.i. ≠
⊂ r.s. r.d.i. ⊆/ r.s.

r.s. ⊆/ r.d.i.

Figure 3
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